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Fermionic third generation top partners are generic in composite Higgs models. They are likely to decay
into third generation quarks and electroweak bosons. We propose a novel cut-and-count-style analysis in
which we cross correlate the model-dependent single and model-independent pair production processes for
the top partners X5=3 and B. In the class of composite Higgs models we study, X5=3 is very special as it is the
lightest exotic fermion. A constraint on the mass of X5=3 directly extends to constrains on all top partner
masses. By combining jet substructure methods with conventional reconstruction techniques we show that
in this kind of final state a smooth interpolation between the boosted and unboosted regime is possible.
We find that a reinterpretation of existing searches can improve bounds on the parameter space of
composite Higgs models. Further, at 8 TeVa combined search for X5=3 and B in the lþ jets final state can
be more sensitive than a search involving same-sign dileptons.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.89.075001 PACS numbers: 12.60.Cn, 14.80.-j, 14.80.Ec
I. INTRODUCTION
After the recent discovery of the Higgs boson [1,2], or
Higgs-boson-like resonance, the next most important task
at the LHC is to unravel the detailed dynamics of the
electroweak symmetry breaking mechanism. In absence of
any sign of new physics beyond the discovery of the Higgs-
like resonance only one guiding principle for the mass scale
of new particles remains: naturalness. More specifically, are
peculiar cancellations necessary to stabilize the mass of the
scalar resonance at the electroweak scale? Two approaches
are commonly discussed; either the mass is protected by
a symmetry (supersymmetry), or the scalar resonance is
a composite bound state. In both scenarios the top partners
are expected to be light. Hence, searching for light top
partners is crucial to understanding whether the naturalness
principle is relevant for electroweak symmetry breaking in
any way.
In this work we study top partner searches in the context
of composite Higgs scenarios [3–7]. While the Higgs boson
can be a generic composite bound state, we focus on the
case where the Higgs boson is realized as a pseudo–
Nambu-Goldstone boson (pNGB) of the coset G=H. G is
an approximate global symmetry and H is an unbroken
subgroup (see [8] for a review). In order to take into
account quarks and leptons, while avoiding being in
conflict with constraints from flavor physics [9], we assume
partial compositeness [10]. In this picture the standard
model (SM) fermions get their masses through mixing with
the composite bound states from the strongly coupled
sector. In other words, heavy flavors are mainly composite
states whereas light flavors are mainly elementary states.
Due to the fact that SM fermions arise as admixtures of the
elementary and the corresponding composite bound states,
there are necessarily accompanying heavy excitations with
the same SM quantum numbers. In the case of the top
quark, they are called (fermionic) top partners. Those top
partners belong to a representation of the unbroken sub-
groupH, suggesting the existence of other new particles in
the same multiplet (we denote them as “top partners” as
well). For example, if H ¼ SOð4Þ we expect exotic top
partners with electric charge 5=3 and 2=3, X5=3 and X2=3
respectively, in addition to a bottomlike top partner B
[11,12]. Due to its exotic charge X5=3 is supposed to be the
lightest top partner of the multiplet, as it cannot mix with
any SM particle.
While a lot of effort has already been dedicated to setting
limits on top partners in a model-independent way, we take
a rather different approach. We customize the search
strategy specifically for the lightest exotic top partner
X5=3. At the LHC the top partners can be either pair
produced, through QCD interactions alone, or singly
produced, involving a model dependent coupling. We show
the relevant diagrams in Fig. 1. The relevant coupling for
the single production process is1*aleksandr.azatov@roma1.infn.it
†matteo.salvarezza@roma1.infn.it
‡minho.son@roma1.infn.it
§michael.spannowsky@durham.ac.uk
1There are also interactions involving the bottom quark, X¯Vb.
However, we will not consider those interactions in our work.
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gXX¯Vt; (1)
where V denotes an electroweak gauge boson ðW; ZÞ and
X can be any top partner. The model dependence of the
single production process is encoded in the couplings gX
which are functions of the model parameters that determine
the mass spectrum and the particles’ interactions. However,
we emphasize that the model dependence we are exploiting
is rather minimal, and as such required in a large class of
composite Higgs models. The relative size of the two
production processes entirely depends on the top partners’
masses and the couplings gX probed in the single produc-
tion process. Compared to the pair production process the
single production cross section suffers from the exchange
of a virtual electroweak gauge boson and a gluon splitting
to heavy quarks. This results in a larger pair production
cross section if the top partner is light. However, for heavier
top partners the mainly gluon-induced pair production
cross section drops quickly and the single production
mode begins to take over.
While the prospects for the single production process at
the LHC are discussed in [13–19] (see [13,20–24] for the
double production process), most experimental top partner
searches are based on the pair production process because
of its dominant signal rates at lower masses and promising
kinematic features to overcome the large standard model
backgrounds (see [25–32] for recent analyses on top
partners using LHC8 data). Based on those searches,
currently the limit on top partner masses is close to or
has already passed the crossing point of the single vs
double production cross section. For masses much heavier
than the top quark the top partner’s decay products are
necessarily boosted. While this is a general feature when a
heavy resonance decays into two much lighter resonances,
the impact of the related kinematics on the top partner
searches is dramatic.2
In the mass range of interest, the increasing relevance of
the single production process extends to an increased
sensitivity on the model parameters.3 This fact and its
implications on the minimal composite Higgs scenario
were recently discussed in detail in Ref. [18] where the
same-sign dilepton and trilepton searches performed by
CMS and ATLAS were recast. The authors of [18] propose
a tailored search for the single production process exploit-
ing forward tagging jets. While this search can enhance the
sensitivity to specific parts of the parameter space, we take
a different path in this paper. We keep our search as
inclusive as possible to both the single- and pair-production
processes. By combining both signal processes we enhance
the total signal rate while maintaining a good statistical
significance. In other words, we correlate the rates of
several production mechanisms to increase the sensitivity
on the model parameters (process correlation). Another
promising approach we advertise to constrain the model
further is to correlate the contributions of several reso-
nances to the same search (particle correlation). The
number of combined contributions to the same final state
from different top partners crucially depends on their mass
spectra and branching fractions which are determined by
the same set of model parameters that determine the
couplings gX of the single production process. If interfer-
ence is negligible, the total rate of the two types of
processes (single and double production) for each top
partner (if multiple candidates exist) can be expressed as
Ntotal ¼
X
X
ðNXpair þ g2XNXsingleðgX ¼ 1ÞÞ: (2)
N denotes the number of events for a given integrated
luminosity and the index X runs over the top partners. To
facilitate a scan over the model dependent parameter gX we
explicitly factor it from the single production rate. We will
argue in this work that our proposed search strategy can
significantly improve the limit setting on top partner masses
while simultaneously probing a large part of the model’s
parameter space.
All signal final states with sufficient overlap are of
potential interest for such a cross correlation. More pre-
cisely, after the decay of the two resonances X5=3 or B to
tW, in both the single and double production processes,
a tt¯W system will emerge, see Fig. 1. Naturally, a signature
that can be used to disentangle the signal from the SM
backgrounds is the clean final state with same-sign dilep-
tons and jets. However, particularly at the LHC with 8 TeV
center-of-mass energy an economical use of the signal rate
is crucial. We will demonstrate that the final state with one
lepton and jets has the potential to exceed the exclusion
limits set by the same-sign dilepton search.
The absence of any excess in existing new physics
searches leads us to consider heavier top partners.
Electroweak scale resonances, W=Z=h=top, decayed from
those heavy top partners are necessarily boosted, and as a
result all the final state particles of those boosted tops and
electroweak bosons are collimated in the laboratory frame.
As we are in a transition region between the boosted and
unboosted regime, many standard search strategies cease to
work well. Relatively simple observables like the multi-
plicity of jets proved to be a powerful discriminator
between signal and SM backgrounds, yet when the decay
products are collimated in a narrow opening angle over-
lapping radiation will spoil the aimed-for jet-parton match-
ing and jet counting becomes much less effective. A simple
2A top partner search exploiting boosted techniques in the
single production process was studied in [17].
3In the pair production process the model parameters can be
constrained by measuring the branching fractions of top partner
decays. In case the top partner decays to certain final states
with unit coupling, it becomes rather insensitive to the model
parameters that define the structure of the composite Higgs
model.
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example is the reconstruction of a W boson. A W boson
with small transverse momentum decays to two widely
separated jets, counted as two, whereas for a highly boosted
W boson, whose transverse momentum is much bigger than
its mass (pT;W ≫ mW), the two jets merge into a single jet
which would be counted as one. This obscures the two-
prong nature of the W boson, as opposed to the one-prong
QCD jet. Here jet substructure techniques can be helpful to
recover sensitivity in discriminating the W jet from QCD
jets. Those techniques organize the energy distribution of
jet constituents such that they correctly identify two hard
objects in a single jet, while efficiently rejecting QCD-like
jets. By exploiting the substructure of a jet the traditional
observable jet multiplicity, Nj, can be consistently extended
to Ncon, the number of jet constituents,
4 defined as
Ncon ¼
X
n¼1
n · Nn-prong: (3)
Nn-prong is the number of boosted n-prong jets, tagged by
n-prong taggers, and N1-prong is just the number of tradi-
tional jets. In this classification, top taggers [33–42] (see
also [43,44]) are three-prong taggers and W=Z=h taggers
[36,37,39,40,45–54] are two-prong taggers. A crucial
advantage of this approach is that it continuously inter-
polates between the boosted and unboosted regime.
Therefore sensitivity for the signal is restored over a
maximum range in phase space.
Two- and three-prong taggers do not only count the
number of subjets inside a jet but also impose kinematic
requirements, e.g. the reconstruction of the correct top or
W mass. Thus, we find that apart from Ncon the number of
reconstructed top quarks Ntop and W bosons NW using jet
substructure techniques provide a strong handle in disen-
tangling the signal from the SM backgrounds. In general
top taggers do not make use of b-tagging. However,
b-tagging can be applied in addition to a top tag [23],
though we will not pursue this possibility.
We will investigate a cut-and-count analysis based on
Ncon, HT , NW and Ntop in the context of top partner
searches. In Sec. II we begin with a brief description of our
simplified model approach. In Sec. III we recast the
constraint of a recent CMS search on X5=3 in the same-
sign dilepton channel and extend it into two-dimensional
exclusion regions by summing over the contributions from
the accessible processes and top partners. In Sec. IV we
quantify the exclusion reach for the top partners with LHC8
data. Finally we conclude with a discussion of the impli-
cations of the results from Secs. III and IV.
II. A SIMPLIFIED MODEL
For the discussion of LHC phenomenology of top
partners we consider a simplified model of the minimal
composite Higgs scenario based on SOð5Þ=SOð4Þ.5 We
assume that tR is a completely composite chiral state and
only qL ¼ ðb; tÞL is realized as partially composite. To
avoid large corrections of the T-parameter and a large
ZbLb¯L interaction we assume the custodial symmetry is
preserved [11]. For simplicity we consider the case where
top partners belong to the fourplet, Ψ≡ 42=3, embedded in
52=3 of SOð5Þ. The four components of the fourplet are
T, B, X2=3, X5=3. Here 2=3 refers to the charge of an extra
Uð1ÞX, introduced for the correct assignment of the SM
hypercharge Y ¼ T3R þ X. LHC phenomenology for those
top partners has been discussed in [18]. The leading order
Lagrangian in Callan-Coleman-Wess-Zumino [56,57] lan-
guage is given by
L ¼ Lkin − Ψ¯eΨ −MΨΨ¯Ψþ ic1ðΨ¯RÞiγμdiμtR
þ yfðQ¯5LÞIUIiΨiR þ yc2fðQ¯5LÞIUI5tR þ H:c:; (4)
where Lkin includes the covariant kinetic terms of qL, tR
and Ψ [see [18] for details about the conventions used in
Eq. (4)]. The pNGB Higgs is parametrized by the matrix U
in Eq. (4), defined as U ≡ exp½i ﬃﬃﬃ2p =fΠiTi. Ti¼14 are
broken generators parametrizing the coset of SOð5Þ=SOð4Þ
and f is the associated symmetry breaking scale. One can
construct a tensor U†DμU which decomposes into two
components, dμ ¼ diμTi and eμ ¼ eaμTa as used in Eq. (4),
FIG. 1. The diagrams of the double production and single production processes. We show only the dominant diagrams. t is a collective
symbol to refer to either top or anti-top. Similarly X denotes any top partner of interest, and it collectively refers to either top partner or
anti-top partner.
4This variable is already being explored in a top partner search
by CMS [30].
5While the simplified top partner models of generic composite
Higgs scenarios have been discussed in [13,21,55], the inter-
pretation of our result in those models is straightforward as the
couplings and mass spectrum take simple forms.
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where Ta are unbroken generators. The simplified model
in Eq. (4) leads to a nontunable structure of the Higgs
potential at leading order (see [58] for other possibilities).
While top partners can be embedded in a bigger repre-
sentation of SOð5Þ [18] or be part of a less minimal model,
the physics captured by the simplified model in Eq. (4) is
likely to be a subset of them. The model is defined by five
parameters in addition to the ones of the SM. One of them
is fixed by the top mass constraint, leaving eventually only
four free parameters.
First of all, X5=3 cannot mix with any other state due to
its exotic charge. Hence its leading-order physical mass is
expressed by MΨ in Eq. (4). The bottom-type quark sector
takes the form of a 2 × 2 mass matrix in the basis of ðb; BÞ,
and the mass of the heavy eigenstate is derived from
Eq. (4) as
mB ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
M2Ψ þ y2f2
q
: (5)
Equation (5) holds even after electroweak symmetry break-
ing. The mass spectrum of the up-type quark sector can be
obtained by diagonalizing the 3 × 3 mass matrix in the
basis of ðt; T; X2=3Þ. It was pointed out in Ref. [18] that the
mass matrix can be made to be block diagonal, by an
appropriate field redefinition of T and X2=3, such that the
mass of X2=3 can be expressed by MΨ. In other words, in
this model the masses of X2=3 and X5=3 are degenerate. The
masses with nontrivial dependence on the model param-
eters are those of t and T. They are approximately given by6
mt∼
c2yfﬃﬃﬃ
2
p gΨﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
g2Ψþ y2
p ﬃﬃξp

1þO

y2
g2Ψ
ξ

;
mT ∼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
M2Ψþ y2f2
q 
1−
y2ðg2Ψþð1− c22Þy2Þ
4ðg2Ψþ y2Þ2
ξþ  

; (6)
where gΨ ≡MΨ=f and ξ≡ ðv=fÞ2.
The top partners X5=3 and B are in this model particularly
interesting. The X5=3 is the lightest top partner and it decays
to tW with unit coupling7 due to its exotic charge. If this
type of composite Higgs model is indeed responsible for
electroweak symmetry breaking and is kinematically acces-
sible at the LHC, X5=3 is the most promising candidate to be
discovered first. The mass limit on X5=3 automatically
extends to other top partners via the mass relations of
Eqs. (5) and (6), constraining all top partners indirectly. For
instance, while the search for X2=3 is more difficult due to
its predominant decay to tZ or th, and their subsequent
mostly hadronic decays, one can get a stringent bound from
the limit on X5=3. According to Eqs. (5) and (6) the mass
hierarchy between T, B and X5=3 is controlled by yf. By
measuring the masses of X5=3 and B the overall mass scale
of the top partners MΨ and the symmetry breaking scale f
can be constrained simultaneously. Remarkably, both states
decay predominantly into the same class of particles8: a top
quark and a W boson. Therefore, the same search strategy
can be applied to both particles simultaneously irrespective
of whether they are singly or pair produced. When
including contributions from both particles in one search,
the reduced signal rate for the heavier B can be compen-
sated by the contribution from X5=3, assuming mX5=3 not
being far from mB, such that a sizable total signal rate is
maintained. Therefore, in the following we will focus on
the two most accessible top partners9 X5=3 and B.
The single production process is directly sensitive to the
details of the strong dynamics in our simplified model. The
coupling in Eq. (2) is derived from the model’s free
parameters,
gX ¼ gXðf; y; c1; c2;MΨÞ; (7)
where one of the parameters, for instance c2, can be
removed using the top mass constraint. y controls the
mixing between elementary and the composite states,
which leads to the partial compositeness of the left-handed
top and bottom quarks. y explicitly breaks the SOð5Þ
symmetry, generating a leading contribution to the Higgs
potential. c2 is expected to be Oð1Þ. Together with other
parameters it sets the top mass. c1 is also expected to be
Oð1Þ and it constitutes the dominant interaction for the
single production process with an associated top. While we
use the exact expressions for the coupling constants in
Eq. (1) in the unitary gauge for numerical evaluation, the
dominant contribution to the coupling in Eq. (7) can be
estimated by the Goldstone boson equivalence theorem.
For instance, the vertices of ϕþX¯5=3LtR and ϕ−B¯LtR using
mass eigenstates are [18]
gX5=3 ∼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
c1
MΨ
f
;
gB ∼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
c1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
y2 þ ðMΨ=fÞ2
q
− c2
y2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
y2 þ ðMΨ=fÞ2
p : (8)
The ϕ are the Goldstone bosons eaten by W. The
couplings in Eq. (8) are basically Yukawa couplings of
the composite states, implying that the single production
processes can be sizable.
6Note, in our numerical evaluations in Secs. III and IV, we use
exact expressions.
7In a more general setup, this property can be relaxed such that
X5=3 also decays to Wq (q ¼ u, c) [59].
8In the composite Higgs model, defined by Eq. (4), the
branching fraction of B to tW is dominant as th and tZ modes
are forbidden [18].
9While there can be an extra contribution from X2=3 to the one-
lepton channel when decaying to tZ, the branching fraction of
tZtZ to one lepton is roughly 2 times smaller than for the tWtW
system. Further, BRðX2=3 → tZÞ≃ 0.5 in this model.
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III. REINTERPRETATION OF
EXISTING SEARCHES
Due to the importance of top partners for the naturalness
problem, their search is part of the core program of ATLAS
and CMS. In this section, with Eqs. (5–7) in mind, we
will discuss the impact of existing searches, performed by
ATLAS and CMS, on mX5=3 and mB. We will demonstrate
that recasting searches in terms of a combined measure-
ment of X5=3 and B in the single and double production
channels, as outlined in Eq. (2), directly results in an
improved limit on the simplified model’s parameters.
The four processes we exploit to perform this task
are pp → X5=3X¯5=3 → WþtW−t¯, pp→ BB¯ → W−tWþt¯,
pp→ X5=3t¯þ H:c: → Wþtt¯þ H:c: and pp→ B¯tþ
H:c: → Wþ t¯tþ H:c: All of the processes can give rise to
same-sign (SS) dilepton signatures.
CMS recently published a search [29] which explores
many channels that include a varying number of leptons
(i.e. one lepton, SS dileptons (SSDL), two types of
opposite-sign (OS) dileptons and trileptons), to derive
the limits for various final states, e.g. bW, tZ, tH, in pair
produced vectorlike top partner signals. While their SS
dilepton search will pick up our signals, a more tailored SS
dilepton search targeted on X5=3, using full LHC8 data, has
been shown in [30]. To date this search yields the strongest
bound on the top partner X5=3 using 19.6 fb−1 of LHC8
data. The limit is set using the pair-produced X5=3, each of
them decaying to tW with unit branching fraction. This
search not only demands same-sign dileptons, but also
exploits jet substructure techniques to efficiently capture
boosted top quarks orW bosons. TheW can either originate
from the top or directly from X5=3. The search imposes the
cuts HT > 900 GeV and Ncon ≥ 5, resulting in a limit of
mX5=3 > 770 GeV at 95% C.L.
Starting from the findings of [30] we can improve the
limit and extract more information on the model param-
eters. While the cuts in this search are rather exclusive to
the doubly produced X5=3, a significant fraction of events
where X5=3 is produced in association with a top quark still
passes those cuts, hereby contributing to the total signal
rate. We show the number of signal events passing the
different event selection cuts in Table I. By combining the
single and double top partner production according to
Eq. (2), the separate limits on either the model dependent
coupling gX or the top partner mass mX5=3 can now be
unfolded on a two-dimensional exclusion plane.
We run the same analysis on the signals of the single
and pair production processes, generated by MADGRAPH5
V1.4.7, interfaced with our own simplified Universal
FeynRules output (UFO) [60] model, processed through
PYTHIA8 and clustered using FASTJET V3.0.3 [61]. We
normalize signal cross sections to their next-to-next-to-
leading order (NNLO) values, derived by HATHOR [62].
We validate our procedure by comparing the pair produc-
tion signals with the CMS results, see Table I. In Fig. 2
we show that the limit on mX5=3 can be improved to
∼830 GeV for gX ¼ 0.35 this way. As discussed in
Sec. II the coupling gX is a function of the model parameters
which determine the mass spectrum of the top partners.
Therefore, an extension of the exclusion region for mX5=3
in comparison with the limit from pair production alone
constitutes a strong discriminator between the models.
So far we only studied the impact of the combination of
the single and double X5=3 production processes on the
exclusion plane. As mentioned in Sec. II, by including the
bottomlike top partner B we can access orthogonal infor-
mation on the model parameters. As long as the mass
hierarchy between B and X5=3 is small, they can both
contribute to the same final state with a sizable rate.
We only consider the double production processes of
X5=3 and B. The samples of B are simulated and processed
in the same way as the ones for X5=3. While the inclusion
of B introduces two more free parameters, namely its mass
mB and the branching ratio to tW, we demonstrate this
effect on the limit of mX5=3 for a varying mass gap δm≡
mB −mX5=3 with two different choices of the branching
ratio. We show the results in the right panel of Fig. 2.
One can further include the single production processes of
X5=3 and B, hereby introducing sensitivity on two more
couplings.Wewill discuss this option in Sec. V in more detail.
In addition to the SS leptons, the one lepton channel is
also very sensitive to our signal. Multivariate techniques are
used in [29], i.e. a boosted decision tree, to infer the limit
from the one lepton final state. The reported expected
(observed) limit for BRðtZÞ ¼ 1 is 689 (644) GeV. If one
applies this search to the pair produced X5=3 with sub-
sequent decay to tW, the limit can be even stronger due to
the roughly 2 times larger signal rate. A potential impact on
the limit for X5=3 using the one lepton analysis of [29] can
be seen in the right panel of Fig. 2 (see Fig. 8 as well) where
increase of the signal rate by a factor of 2 improves the
TABLE I. Summary table of the expected signal events for the
pair production (as the validation of our analysis) and the single
production processes. Branching fraction of the pair production
(single production) to same-sign (SS) leptons is 0.21 (0.11). The
expected signal events of the single production process assumes
gX ¼ 1.
X5=3 Mass (GeV) 2SS leptons mðllÞ Veto Ncon ≥ 5 HT ≥ 900
Pair production of X5=3ð→ tWÞ
700 55.7 49.5 29.4 20.6
800 20.1 18.3 11.6 9.48
900 7.88 7.22 4.59 4.08
1000 3.33 3.1 2.01 1.89
Single production of X5=3ð→ tWÞ with an associated t¯
700 579.5 545.8 146.9 45.4
800 388.6 365.8 101.1 38.8
900 250.9 234.4 65.1 30.4
1000 173.8 163.4 48.9 26.3
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bound on top partners by roughly 80 GeV. One would
naively expect a similar effect when applied to [29], and
this would make an expected limit comparable with limits
of the SSDL analysis in [30]. A similar argument applies to
the singly produced top partners. While we do not attempt
to recast the search channels in [29] to give a reinterpre-
tation in terms of the ðmX; gXÞ exclusion plane, performing
such an analysis would be straightforward. Instead we will
discuss the one lepton search in the context of a different
search strategy in Sec. IV.
IV. BOOSTING SEARCHES USING JET
SUBSTRUCTURE
While for our signal processes final states with same-
sign dileptons and trileptons are certainly the cleanest to
exploit, in this section we will focus on the one lepton
channel. By changing from the SS dileptons, discussed in
Sec. III, to the one lepton channel we increase the rate in the
pair production process by a factor 6 and in the single
production process by a factor 9. Consequently the relative
sensitivity of the single production process with respect to
the pair production process is increased as well. A lepton in
the one lepton channel can be produced from either of the
Ws. The other two or threeWs will decay hadronically with
accompanying b-jets if they originate from top quarks. The
hadronic tops and Ws from the heavy top partner’s decay,
as opposed to those in SM backgrounds, are necessarily
boosted, while the ones produced in association with the
top partner (in the single production process) are not. There
is only one source of missing transverse momentum in the
final state. Therefore by requiring the lepton and the
neutrino to reconstruct the W mass MW ¼ Mνl one can
reconstruct the leptonic top. This way we are able to
reconstruct the entire ttW subsystem, from which we can
reconstruct the top partner mass.
The single and double production processes, both for
X5=3 and B, share a common feature: they contain a ttW
subsystem which can lead to a final state with one lepton
and at least six partons. This ensures that the signal will
likely populate the high-valued Ncon region. The ttW
subsystem of the signal is produced from the decay of
heavy top partners, as opposed to those from nonresonant
QCD processes, and thus the pT-summed HT is roughly
proportional to the heavy top partner masses. Thus, Ncon
and HT are very effective observables to separate the
signals from backgrounds.
The signal samples are simulated as in Sec. III. The
major backgrounds in our one lepton analysis include tt¯þ
jets matched up to two jets andW þ jets matched up to four
jets using MLM matching [63] with R ¼ 0.4 and
pT ¼ 30 GeV. Conservatively, we apply a K-factor of 2
to both backgrounds. The events are not further processed
to take into account detector effects.10 We check other
irreducible backgrounds such as tt¯W þ jets, and we find
that those are subleading.
A. Cut and count analysis for l þ jets final state
The events are triggered by one isolated lepton.
A lepton is considered isolated if the surrounding
hadronic activity within a cone of size R ¼ 0.3 satisfies
pTðlÞ=ðpTðlÞ þ pTðconeÞÞ > 0.85. While a mini-isolation
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FIG. 2 (color online). Recasted CMS SSDL search. Left: The single production process is added such that the limit on the mass
extends into a two-dimensional exclusion ðmX; gXÞ plane. Right: The contribution from the bottomlike top partner B is added to those of
X5=3. The plot is restricted to only pair production processes of X5=3 and B for simplicity. BRðX5=3 → tWÞ ¼ 1 is assumed, and
BRðB → tWÞ ¼ 0.5 (dashed black) and 1 (solid black) are plotted. The red line in the right panel indicates the bound on X5=3 set by
CMS SSDL. The red dashed line in the left panel indicates OðϕþX¯tÞ ∼ gXðmX=mWÞ ¼ 3.5.
10To our knowledge, no publicly available detector software
has a validated smearing profile for subjets or jet substructure
observables. Therefore including a detector simulation cannot
ensure to improve on the precision of our analysis. However, in
many MC-data comparisons at LHC7 a good agreement for jet
substructure observables was found [64].
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criterium [65], i.e. a pT dependent isolation cone size,
which is already being used in ATLAS [66], can result in a
higher reconstruction efficiency for leptons from boosted
resonances, we find that the standard isolation criterium we
apply retains in the top partner mass range of interest a
good efficiency of ∼85%. The hadronic activity is organ-
ized such that objects with more substructure are looked at
first, followed by objects with less substructure in the ttWþ
anything system. We cluster the event into R ¼ 0.8 “fat-
jets” using the Cambridge/Aachen algorithm [67,68]. We
apply the HEPTopTagger [38,69] on every fat-jet in the
event to look for hadronic tops and remove them from the
list of fat-jets. Next we run the so-called Butterworth-
Davison-Rubin-Salam (BDRS) tagger [47] over the
remaining fat-jets to look for hadronic Ws. If the invariant
mass of three filtered subjets meets the W mass require-
ment, mrecoW ¼ ð65; 95Þ GeV, we consider the jet to be a
hadronic W-jet and remove it from the event. All tagged
hadronic top-jets or W-jets are required to be within
jηj < 2.5. We collect all constituents from the remaining
fat-jets that were not top orW tagged, and we recluster them
into R ¼ 0.5 anti-kT [70] jets. We accept only anti-kT jets
with pT > 35 GeV and jηðjÞj < 4.5. Eventually we count
the numbers of boosted tops and Ws, and anti-kT jets and
sum up the number of constituentsNcon according to Eq. (3).
We show in Fig. 3 the distributions of the traditional jet
multiplicity, Nj, and the number of constituents, Ncon, for
X5=3 with 800 GeV and backgrounds respectively. The
change of shapes between Ncon and Nj in the signal clearly
indicates that using jet substructure methods is necessary to
resolve the decay products of the top partners. In the
background this effect is much less pronounced.
In Fig. 4 we compare the Ncon distributions of X5=3 with
800 and 1000 GeV. The distributions are rather insensitive
to the top partner masses, and they tend to have at least
six (sub)jets. While single production is expected to have
fewer constituents than pair production in general, the two
distributions when restricted to the high HT region become
very similar. We find that imposing Ncon ≥ 7 is very
effective to achieve a good statistical significance. We
choose the HT cut such that we keep ∼90% of the pair
produced events after Ncon ≥ 7 is imposed. The same HT
cut keeps only ∼40%–60% of the single production events
for the top partner mass range of interest. However, its
smaller efficiency is compensated by the higher initial cross
section in the single production process for heavy top
partners.
We present the distributions of the boosted W-jets and
top-jets, tagged using jet substructure techniques, in Fig. 5.
Imposing cuts on the total number of W-jets and top-jets is
more effective than cutting on NW or Ntop individually. The
variable NW þ Ntop is insensitive to whether a top is tagged
as top-jet or only theW-boson of the top is tagged asW-jet.
Thus we are less sensitive to the choice of the fat-jet’s cone
size.11 We demand NW þ Ntop ≥ 2 which suppresses the
backgrounds while keeping a handful of signal events of
both single and pair production processes. One might want
to try NW þ Ntop ≥ 3, as suggested by the rightmost plot in
Fig. 5. While this more aggressive cut can significantly
improve S=B, we lose the sensitivity to the single
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FIG. 3 (color online). Normalized distributions of the number of traditional jets (left) and of the constituents (right) for signals and
backgrounds in lþ jets channel. Signals are the pair (black solid) and single (black dashed) production processes of 800 GeV X5=3, and the
backgrounds are tt¯þ jets (solid red) andW þ jets (solid blue). Events in the plots were restricted to those satisfying HT > 800 GeV and
Nj ≥ 4. The area of each curve over the full range of Nj, Ncon is normalized to 1. We only display 5 ≤ Nj, Ncon ≤ 10.
11We explicitly studied the effect of the jet radius on NW þ
Ntop and find similar results.
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production process. Wewill not pursue this option, though we
point out that at 14 TeV center-of-mass energy, with increased
signal cross sections, this cut may improve the sensitivity of
the search. After applying the outlined cuts on both pair and
single production events as well as the backgrounds, we sum
the expected signal events according to Eq. (2). The estimated
exclusion plot we show on the left panel of Fig. 7.
B. Top partner mass reconstruction
X5=3 and B decay both into a boosted top and W boson.
Sometimes the top quark is not boosted enough to capture
all decay products in a single jet and the b-jet and W are
reconstructed separately. Hence we iteratively pair each
hadronicW-jet with any of the anti-kT jets withinΔR < 1.5
to look for a top candidate. If the invariant mass of the pair
falls into the top mass window mrecotop ¼ ð150; 200Þ GeV
and it satisfies pTðWjÞ > 200 GeV and jηðWjÞj < 2.5, we
count the jet pair as a top candidate. While our cut-and-
count analysis does not care where the isolated lepton
comes from, the reconstruction of the resonant top partner
mass depends on its origin. Leptons are either produced
from a W originated in a top partner decay or a W from an
associated top quark in case of the single production
process. In order to cover the maximum number of
possibilities we reconstruct the leptonic W and top quark
as well. The leptonic W is reconstructed by requiring
M2νl ¼ M2W . We resolve the twofold ambiguity in calculating
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the longitudinal component of the neutrino momentum by
choosing the solution which reconstructs the top mass best.
After reconstructing the leptonic W we treat them on equal
footing with the hadronic W: the leptonic W is paired with
any of the remaining anti-kT jets within ΔR < 1.5, and
we consider the pair a leptonic top if it satisfies the same
pT and η requirements as the hadronic top, as well as
mlj < 160 GeV. Once an event is organized in terms of
tops,Ws, and everything else, we choose the top-W pair with
largest distance in azimuthal angle ΔϕtW . The resulting
reconstructed invariant masses of the top partners are shown
in Fig. 6. The grey-colored region in the right plot is
contributed by the single production process for the cou-
pling constant gX ∼ 0.32, which roughly translates to
OðϕþX¯tÞ ∼ 3.2. We then count the number of signal and
background events in the top partner mass window mrecoX ¼
ðmX − 20%; mX þ 20%Þ to estimate the sensitivity, assum-
ing 20 fb−1 of LHC8 data. A complete summary of our final
signal and backgrounds cross sections for 800 GeV top
partner is shown in Table II.
V. DISCUSSION
Our results are summarized in a series of plots in Figs. 7
and 8. We demonstrate that our one lepton analysis, taking
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FIG. 7 (color online). Left: The estimated exclusion plot from our “lþ jets” cut-and-count analysis, assuming 20 fb−1 of LHC8 data.
Right: The corresponding exclusion plot after top partner mass reconstruction. The boundaries are defined by S=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Sþ Bp ¼ 2. The solid
red line displays the limit from the CMS SSDL search. The solid blue line in the right panel represents the exclusion curve from our cut-
and-count analysis in the left panel. Black dotted lines indicate S=B ratios. Red dashed lines indicate OðϕþX¯tÞ ∼ gXðmX=mWÞ ¼ 3.5.
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into account the boosted kinematics, significantly improves
the existing excluded region. Figures 7 and 8 show the
relevant roles of two main ingredients, “the correlation of
processes” and “correlation of particles,” respectively, in
improving the limit setting. For the former, in case the
coupling gX of the single production process is large, the
limit on the top partner X5=3 can be increased up to ∼1 TeV
by our lþ jets style cut-and-count analysis. The recon-
structed top partner peak in Fig. 6 appears on top of the
backgrounds with a similar shape. This somewhat unwanted
feature is mainly due to pT cuts on the reconstructed tops,
W’s and the wide angle between them. Hence, exploiting
the top partner mass reconstruction has little effect on
the statistical significance. However, S=B is improved by
roughly a factor 2. For the latter, when the two masses of
X5=3 and B are degenerate and their branching ratios to tW
are 1, their mass limit can be improved to ∼930 GeV using
the pair production process alone.
While Figs. 7 and 8 show the effect on the limits for the
top partner masses, their implication for the composite
Higgs model’s input parameters is not transparent.
Therefore we will rephrase our findings according to
Eqs. (5), (6), and (7) in terms of the free parameters of
the theory. For instance we show in Fig. 9 the excluded
region of c1 for varying top partner masses, while keeping y
and ξ fixed. For further illustration we choose two values of
y, representing two different mass hierarchies between B
and X5=3 [see Eq. (5)]. If y ¼ 3, the contribution from B is
negligible compared to X5=3 due to mB ≫ mX5=3 , and the
limit is mainly set by X5=3 alone. For small y (e.g. y ¼ 0.3
as in Fig. 9), the additional contribution from B becomes
very important. The way we defined the simplified model
in Eq. (4), the bottomlike top partner B dominantly decays
to tW as decays to bZ and bh are forbidden [18]. While the
limit from direct searches for B is identical to the limit on
X5=3, the indirect bound set by Eq. (5) is higher. For y ¼ 3
and ξ ¼ 0.1–0.4 in Fig. 9, the bounds on m5=3 indicate that
B can be excluded at masses belowmB ≳ 1.5–2.5 TeV. For
the squeezed spectrum with y ¼ 0.3, as shown in Fig. 9, the
B mass is expected to be larger than mB ≳ 930–940 GeV
assuming ξ ¼ 0.1–0.4. The mass splitting between B and T
after the electroweak symmetry breaking is much smaller
than the splitting between the SU(2) doublets (B, T) and
(X5=3, X2=3) [see Eq. (6)]. The indirect bound on T, derived
from the direct limit on X5=3, is very similar to the one
of B.12 We point out that the bottomlike top partner, B, is
TABLE II. Cross sections at LHC8 for the signals with different top partner masses and the corresponding backgrounds, after the
different analysis cuts, in the lþ jets channel. gX is the coupling constant, involved in the production of the single top partner, and the
numbers are for unit coupling.
mX 700 GeV 800 GeV 900 GeV 1000 GeV 1100 GeV
HT cut 900 GeV 1000 GeV 1110 GeV 1200 GeV 1300 GeV
Simple (Ncon, HT) Ncon ≥ 7 Pair production 6.4 fb 2.37 fb 0.93 fb 0.38 fb 0.16 fb
Single - (gX ¼ 1) 55.7 fb 33.9 fb 20.1 fb 12.7 fb 7.5 fb
tt¯þ jets 84.9 fb 52.2 fb 31 fb 20.1 fb 12.2 fb
W þ jets 26.1 fb 18.9 fb 13.5 fb 10.2 fb 7.1 fb
Simple (Ncon, HT)
Ncon ≥ 7þ ðNW þ NtopÞ ≥ 2
Pair production 3.3 fb 1.4 fb 0.61 fb 0.26 fb 0.11 fb
Single - (gX ¼ 1) 14.9 fb 10 fb 6.9 fb 4.6 fb 3 fb
tt¯þ jets 7.1 fb 4.8 fb 3.2 fb 2 fb 1.3 fb
W þ jets 2.1 fb 1.6 fb 0.93 fb 0.62 fb 0.4 fb
(Nj, HT), Ncon ≥ 7þ ðNW þ NtopÞ ≥
2þ top partner reconstruction with
0.8mX < mrecoX < 1.2mX
Pair production 1.32 fb 0.64 fb 0.3 fb 0.13 fb 0.06 fb
Single - (gX ¼ 1) 6.5 fb 5.1 fb 3.6 fb 2.6 fb 1.73 fb
tt¯þ jets 2.4 fb 1.5 fb 1 fb 0.75 fb 0.48 fb
W þ jets 0.52 fb 0.31 fb 0.16 fb 0.1 fb 0.06 fb
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FIG. 8 (color online). The exclusion plot when the two con-
tributions from X5=3 and B are summed in the total signal rate. The
plot is restricted to only pair production processes ofX5=3 andB for
simplicity. BRðX5=3 → tWÞ ¼ 1 is assumed, and BRðB → tWÞ ¼
0.5 (dashed) and 1 (solid) are plotted. Blue lines are obtained by
our lþ jets style cut-and-count analysis, assuming 20 fb−1 of
LHC8 data. Black lines are after the top partner mass window is
applied. Red lines indicates the recasted CMS SSDL.
12The parameters in our simplified model are also indirectly
constrained by electroweak precision measurements [71], e.g.
ξ≡ ðv=fÞ2 < 0.2 from the single Higgs boson fit at LHC8.
Another possibility to constrain top partners indirectly is the
production of a Higgs boson recoiling against a hard jet [72].
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likely to exists in most realization of the composite Higgs
model discussed in Sec. II and it decays to tW whereas the
existence of X5=3 is tied to the custodial symmetry [11,12].
The corresponding limit would be similar to the limit on
X5=3 assuming a mass hierarchy of mX5=3 ≪ mB.
While we show exclusion bounds in Figs. 7 and 8 only
for a few benchmark values of the parameters, from the set
of contours one can extract other choices easily. The results
shown in Figs. 7 and 8 are not restricted to the simplified
model as defined in Eq. (4) only. Their benefit extends to
any heavy vectorlike fermion model that shares the same
decay topology. Therefore, the parameters of those models
can be constrained by our results, shown in Figs. 7 and 8.
So far in this work we only discussed results for 8 TeV
center-of-mass energy. At the end of 2014 the LHC is going
to restart with
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 13–14 TeV. At this energy, due to the
lower Bjorken-x needed to produce the top partners, the
production cross section for the gluon-induced pair pro-
duction process will be strongly increased. Thus, the
crossover point where the single production process has
the same production cross section as the pair production
process will be shifted to larger top partner masses. Still,
our finding that exploiting the correlation of different
production processes and contributions from different
top partners to the tt¯W final state is beneficial in con-
straining the free parameters of the composite Higgs model
carries over straightforwardly. As heavier top partners can
be probed at 14 TeV their decay products will be more
boosted and their radiation will be confined to a smaller
area of the detector. Particularly for the reconstruction of
isolated leptons this can pose a severe challenge. However,
already in searches at 8 TeV mini-isolation criteria for
the reconstruction of isolated leptons were proposed and
successfully applied [65]. In this kinematic regime boosted
techniques will be indispensable. In fact, some of the
existing taggers might need further development to exploit
the LHC’s energy reach to the fullest [42]. In any case, the
observables and search strategies discussed in this work
will be directly applicable at 13 (14) TeV, hereby helping to
discover TeV-scale top partners or constraining the param-
eter space of composite Higgs models.
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